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Fall Term 2020 will be Online!
Conditions under the current Covid-19 pandemic make it impossible
for us to offer our normal in-person classes this fall. For one thing, no
venues are available to us. For another, even in our usual venues
acceptable levels of social distancing would be at best rare and very
difficult to maintain. Consequently, rather than cancelling a second
entire term of courses, we are offering only online courses this fall,
using a popular and user-friendly video conferencing tool (see page
6). Nine instructors have generously and diligently thrown themselves into learning how to host and run online sessions, to the point
that we are confident that our fall courses will live up to our accustomed high standards for content and participation.
You’ll find in this newsletter the usual kinds of descriptions of the
sorts of courses you’re used to seeing in our program. There are two
main departures from normal. Instead of our normal 13-15 courses,
there are only 9; some instructors of previously proposed courses
asked to postpone out of concern that the online format might not
work well for them. And the enrollment limits on all courses have
been decreased to 15, in hopes that this will ease the handling of questions and discussion in the unfamiliar (to most) online format.
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We suggest that you first look over the course descriptions on pages
3-5 to see which would have interested you had they been presented
with a familiar in-person format. Then read through “What Is Needed
to be a Student in an Online Course” on p. 6, and check the instructor’s expanded description at cvec.org, which may include comments
about what to expect from the online format. If that doesn’t fit your
computer environment or your sense of your abilities, then we look
forward to seeing you in our in-person classes when they resume (and
they will, eventually). If, on the other hand, you think you can rise to
the challenge and perhaps even have fun with something new, then
we’d love to have you try the experiment. After all, your grandkids
have probably done it!
And don’t forget our continuing policy: if after your first class
meeting you’re disappointed, you may cancel your registration and
we’ll refund your money with no questions asked.

CVEC Class Schedule — Fall 2020
For Lifelong Learning
A Questing Mind Never Retires
September 14 – November 6, 2020
(Registration processing begins August 24, 2020)

Title of Course

Instructor

Poetry 101

Dan Van Tassel

Time of Class

Location

8 Mondays (Sept. 14 - Nov. 2), 9:30-11:30 (Limit 15)

Zoom

It’s About Time

Rich Noer

8 Mondays (Sept. 14 - Nov. 2), 1:30-3:30 (Limit 15)

Zoom

Reinhold Niebuhr on Democracy in Perilous Times

Richard Crouter

8 Tuesdays (Sept. 15 - Nov. 3), 9:30-11:30 (Limit 15)

Zoom

The Moral Life: Ethics and Literature

Ed Langerak

8 Wednesdays (Sept. 16 - Nov. 4), 9:30-11:30 (Limit 15)

Zoom

The Holocaust and the Churches

John Matthews

8 Wednesdays (Sept. 16 - Nov. 4), 1:30-3:30 (Limit 15)

Zoom

Numbers in the News: Lessons from the Pandemic

Sandy Johnson

8 Thursdays (Sept. 17 - Nov. 5), 9:30-11:30 (Limit 15)

Zoom

Oceans, Climate, and Corals: Connections and
Perspectives for Minnesotans

Gary Wagenbach
Zoom

8 Thursdays (Sept. 17 - Nov. 5), 1:30-3:30 (Limit 15)

Our Turkey

Roxy Scott Barry and Don Barry

8 Fridays (Sept. 18 - Nov. 6), 9:30-11:30 (Limit 15)

Zoom

History of Mathematics from 30,000 BCE to 300 BCE
8 Fridays (Sept. 18 - Nov. 6), 1:30-3:30 (Limit 15)

Don Barry
Zoom

Our Purpose:
To provide a content-oriented study experience for elder students with senior faculty.
Our Program:
• CVEC focuses on a desire for life-long learning
• The courses of study are selected to provide rich
academic experiences in the liberal arts
• Most of these courses are informal, with learners
actively participating in discussion
• CVEC welcomes younger registrants (under 50)
on a seat-available basis
• Previous formal education is not a requirement

Our Policies:
• Class size is generally limited to 18
• Most classes meet 8 times, once/week
• Classes are 2 hours/session
• Financial assistance is available for registrants
who cannot afford the fee
• Students may withdraw from a course before the
2nd class meeting and receive a refund
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Course Descriptions, Fall 2020

this course we’ll examine these and other questions about
time, sometimes finding answers, other times discovering
confusion. We’ll look at past views of time as cyclic as
opposed to linear, how Einstein’s relativity theory upset
the idea of a universal “now,” and how recent
developments in cosmology and quantum theory bring into
question other once settled ideas. Clearly we’ll be doing a
good bit of history and philosophy as well as physics.

All courses will take place online; see details on page 6.
Further information on most courses, including weekly
schedule and recommended books, can be found online
as indicated at the end of each description.

Dan Van Tassel: Poetry 101

This is an online version of a Winter 2020 course.

8 Mondays (Sept. 14 – Nov. 2), 9:30-11:30
Enrollment limit: 15

For further information, go to cvec.org/Noer
Rich Noer taught physics for 38 years
at Carleton. Courses connecting physics
with the humanities, usually through
history and philosophy, were a special
interest. His five previous courses in the
Elder Collegium continued this interest.
rnoer@carleton.edu

This is a revised version of an earlier course, offered now as
a virtual course on Zoom to keep us all connected and safe.
Welcome to join are both those who have been turned off on
poetry from the get-go as well as those who have been
enjoying reading (maybe even writing or memorizing)
poetry all along. The poems selected for our focus, all quite
short, encompass traditional and free verse, represent voices
both male and female, and range in composition from the
Renaissance down to current times, some the work of
laureates. We’ll get familiar with elements of prosody and
figurative language and become attuned to the way in which
in poetry sound and sense uniquely reinforce each other. In
advance I’ll provide pump-priming questions for each of the
assigned poems. Altogether, we’ll read and discuss a baker’s
four dozen poems.

Richard Crouter: Reinhold Niebuhr on
Democracy in Perilous Times
8 Tuesdays (Sept. 15 – Nov. 3), 9:30-11:30; enrollment
limit: 15
Amid the crises of today we have much to learn from
Reinhold Niebuhr (1892-1971), the American Protestant
theologian, public intellectual, and political activist.

For further information, go to cvec.org/VanTassel
Dan Van Tassel grew up in Wisconsin,
graduated from St. Olaf College, and
earned graduate degrees from the
University of Iowa. He taught at
Concordia College, Pacific Lutheran
University, Cal State San Marcos, and
Muskingum College, where he served
as academic dean and professor of
English. Previous Elder Collegium
courses taught include Humor, Poetry
101, The British Isles, Sonnets and
Soliloquies, and most recently American Nature Writers.
drvantassel2@gmail.com

When Niebuhr wrote The Children of Light and the
Children of Darkness: A Vindication of Democracy and a
Critique of its Traditional Defense in 1944, he was sure of
the defeat of Nazism. But he worried at length over the
failure of competing idealists (liberal democrats, socialists,
communists, and capitalists) to stop a cynical Nazi state
from taking hold in his ancestral homeland. In the process
he coined the aphorism, “Man’s capacity for justice makes
democracy possible; but man’s inclination to injustice
makes democracy necessary.” His core argument is that
cynics, who have no moral standards, invariably win out
over idealists, but that idealists who know this is the case
are better able to pursue justice in a troubled world.

Rich Noer: It’s About Time

In addition to reading Niebuhr on democracy we will take
up wider themes from my book, Reinhold Niebuhr on
Religion, Politics, and Christian Faith (2010). No prior
acquaintance with Niebuhr is needed.

8 Mondays (Sept. 14 – Nov. 2), 1:30-3:30
Enrollment limit: 15
“The concept of time has never ceased to intrigue and
puzzle those who think about it. We feel that, whatever
happens, time must go on unceasingly and yet, when we
come to analyze it, we find good reasons for rejecting the
idea that time exists in its own right.” (G. J. Whitrow in
The Nature of Time) Does time actually exist as an
objective entity, or is it simply a construct of our minds?
Does it have a beginning, and if so, what came before it?
(!) How have people measured time, and how can we
decide whether a particular measurement technique is
valid? Why does the “arrow of time” always point toward
the future, and could we ever time-travel to the past? In

This is an online version of a course previously offered in
Fall 2019.
For further information, go to cvec.org/Crouter
Richard Crouter taught courses on
the Christian tradition at Carleton for
36 years, including the work of
Reinhold Niebuhr.
rcrouter@carleton.edu
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John Matthews is an ELCA pastor and
an adjunct instructor at Augsburg
University. He is the past president of
the International Bonhoeffer Society –
English Language Section, and author
of two books about the life and legacy
of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. He and his wife
Patty live in Apple Valley.
johnwaltermatt@gmail.com

Ed Langerak: The Moral Life – Ethics and
Literature
8 Wednesdays (Sept. 16 – Nov. 4), 9:30-11:30
Enrollment limit: 15
Our moral lives usually involve decisions that, although
susceptible to temptations, are straightforwardly based on
our upbringing, convictions, and character. But sometimes
we face complexities that call for complicated decisions.
What are the basic principles or virtues that should inform
such decisions? Why should we feel bound by morality
anyway? Perhaps our heart-felt commitments about good
and evil are simply culturally relative. And what might all
of this say about the global inequities that weigh on
anyone paying attention? This seminar will emphasize
reading and discussion, using a popular anthology — The
Moral Life: An Introductory Reader in Ethics and
Literature — that features both philosophical analyses and
literary explorations of these issues,

Sandy Johnson: Numbers in the News –
Lessons from the Pandemic
8 Thursdays (Sept. 17 – Nov. 5), 9:30-11:30
Enrollment limit: 15
The pandemic of 2020 has brought us graphs, projections,
statistical models, and algorithms – and we’ve seen that
understanding them is critical for making good decisions
for public policy and public health.

For further information, go to cvec.org/Langerak

Why are there so many of them? And why don’t they
agree? Which one(s) should we believe and which ones
should we challenge? You don’t need to be a math-nerd or
a statistics maven to be a responsible reader of all these
analyses. You do need to be aware of the assumptions and
inferences that they reflect. A best-selling book in the
1950s was titled How to Lie with Statistics; this class
might be called “How to Spot the Truth in Statistics.”

Ed Langerak is Professor Emeritus of
Philosophy at St. Olaf College, where
he taught for 40 years. He has
previously taught four Elder Collegium
courses.
langerak@stolaf.edu

For further information, go to cvec.org/Johnson
Sandy Johnson was on the
research faculty at the University
of Washington in Seattle before
she became a minister (and served
First UCC in Northfield for 13
years). She has taught classes in
human development and research
methods and conducted research
on parent-child interaction in
families with infants and toddlers.
sandyjohnson46@gmail.com

John Matthews: The Holocaust and the
Churches
8 Wednesdays (Sept. 16 – Nov. 4), 1:30-3:30
Enrollment limit:15
This course is designed to discuss and learn about the
Holocaust of the 20th century in Europe, specifically as it
impacted, co-opted and used the Christian churches. After
some introductory presentation on the history of the
Holocaust, each session will deal with a particular aspect
of the Church’s complicity in and resistance to the
attempted annihilation of Europe’s Jews. Aspects include
the “cooperation” of the Church institutions, the
“coordination” of the theological faculties in the
universities, the latent and explicit anti-Judaism in
Christian tradition and anti-Semitism in Western
civilization, and the exceptional situations where
Christians and churches sought to rescue persons at risk.
For further information, go to cvec.org/Matthews
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Roxy Scott Barry was born
and raised in Turkey, attending
primary school in the village in
which her parents were
missionary teachers, and then
middle and high school in a
mission school for girls in
Istanbul. She majored in art
history at Carleton and earned
an M.Ed. degree at Goucher
College, after which she taught 6th grade mathematics in
Turkey. Subsequently she was the director of the Summer
Opportunities and Gap Year office at Phillips Andover
Academy for many years.
Don Barry majored in philosophy at Carleton, earned an
M.Div. degree from Yale, and then discovered that his
heart lay in teaching high school mathematics. He
taught for seven years in mission schools in Turkey and
then for 34 years at Phillips Andover, from which he
retired in 2014.
rbarry288@gmail.com donbarry5@gmail.com

Gary Wagenbach: Oceans, Climate, and
Corals – Connections and Perspectives for
Minnesotans
8 Thursdays (Sept. 17 – Nov. 5), 1:30-3:30
Enrollmen limit: 15
“More Than 90 Percent of Marine Ecosystems Suffering
from Coral Bleaching” is a recent headline. Coral reefs are
among the most complex and productive biological
systems on the planet. Warm water events triggered the
headline shown. We will explore the accessible details
behind this headline and make connections with global
warming. What is the status of reefs in the Pacific, and the
Caribbean? We will explore causal explanations for
observations that do not fit with a global warming script.
People have lived among reefs for a long time, their
livelihoods dependent on reefs, especially by means of
fishing – fish play a key role in promoting reef health.
Weather, climate, disease, and other factors are also
explanatory as is how much CO2 is stored in the ocean; in
turn affecting both coral reefs and us in Minnesota.
Modeling and resulting forecasting provide a look into the
future of reefs, oceanic storage of CO2, and weather and
climate for Minnesota. We will also explore how to talk
about climate change, warming, and the “crisis” before us.

Don Barry: History of Mathematics from
30,000 BCE to 300 BCE
8 Fridays (Sept. 18 – Nov. 6), 1:30-3:30
Enrollment limit: 15

For further information, go to cvec.org/Wagenbach
Gary Wagenbach taught biology and
environmental studies at Carleton
College, and studied coral reefs. He has
taught and participated in several Elder
Collegium courses.
gwagenba@gmail.com

We will look at the rise of numerical symbols,
mathematical operations, theoretical thinking, school in
Mesopotamia, and then turn our attention to the early
mathematics of Egypt, India, China, Neolithic England,
and the Maya. We will end in Greece looking at the
contributions of Pythagoras and Euclid. Along the way
we'll bump into philosophical musings and mathematical
recreations, and we will ponder the mathematics of beauty.
Since our interest will be in the origin of mathematical
ideas, very little mathematics will be assumed. We will
develop most of what we need, trying to do so as it might
have been done so long ago.

Roxy Scott Barry and Don Barry: Our Turkey
8 Fridays (Sept. 18 – Nov. 6), 9:30-11:30
Erollment limit: 15

This is a revised version of a course offered in Fall 2018.
For further information, go to cvec.org/Barry2

This course is in part a personal course about Turkey. One
of the instructors grew up in Turkey, and both of them
taught school there for seven years. To a large extent this
will be an anecdotal class, about growing up in a Turkish
village and the instructors’ experience in Turkey. The
course will also look at the history of the founding of the
Turkish Republic, Turkish culture, the weaving of carpets
and kilims, the role and history of American missionaries
in Turkey, Turkish aesthetics and art, the place of Islam in
Turkey, and current issues facing the country.

Don Barry majored in philosophy at Carleton, earned an
M.Div. degree from Yale, and then
discovered that his heart lay in
teaching high school mathematics. He
taught for seven years in mission
schools in Turkey and then for 34 years
at Phillips Andover Academy. Along
the way he wrote lots of problems for
math contests and became fascinated
with the history of mathematics,
particularly the origins of the
Pythagorean Theorem.
donbarry5@gmail.com

This is a revised version of a course offered in Fall 2018.
For further information, go to cvec.org/Barry1
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What is needed to be a student in our online courses
If want to join one of our Fall term courses, here’s what you’ll need in the way of
equipment:
▪ a reliable internet connection, including an email account
▪ a computer with a relatively large screen
A tablet or smartphone will work, but the screen may be so small that
you’ll have difficulty in seeing the other class members’ faces and the
instructor’s slides.

▪ a computer video camera, either internal to the computer or an externally
mounted webcam
▪ a microphone, usually internal to the computer, to a webcam, or to earbuds
▪ a good speaker, either internal to the computer, or connected externally via
plug-in or Bluetooth, or a pair of earbuds
▪ a reasonably quiet room in which to connect to the class meetings
▪ for some classes, a printer for printing comments, brief files, etc., emailed by
the instructor (since such material cannot be distributed in person).
For our classes, we’ll be using Zoom, a free (for students) video conferencing
tool. Once you are accepted into a class, your instructor will send an email
about how to join a Zoom session, and will arrange a session before the first
class in which you can learn the basics of using Zoom (or check your
knowledge if you’ve already used it).
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CANNON VALLEY ELDER COLLEGIUM
Registration Form
2020 Fall Term Classes
September 14th – November 6th, 2020
Complete the form below and bring to FiftyNorth, or mail to:
CVEC, FiftyNorth, 1651 Jefferson Parkway, Northfield, MN 55057

Name (A) _______________________________________

For class selection, indicate person A, B, or both.

Name (B) _______________________________________

_____ Poetry 101 ($50)
_____ It’s About Time ($50)

Address ________________________________________

_____ Reinhold Niebuhr on Democracy in Perilous Times ($50)

City / ZIP ______________________________________

_____ The Moral Life: Ethics and Literature ($50)

Telephone ______________________________________

_____ The Holocaust and the Churches ($50)

E-mail (A) ______________________________________

_____ Numbers in the News: Lessons from the Pandemic ($50)

E-mail (B) ______________________________________
(Email addresses to be used only for CVEC activities)

_____ Oceans, Climate, and Corals: ($50)
_____ Our Turkey ($50)
_____ History of Mathematics from 30,000 BCE to 300 BCE ($50)

Registration Process
If persons A & B register for the same course: in case of the course
being oversubscribed and filled by random selection:
We should be considered ____separately or ____together.

The formal registration period extends from the publication of
this form until August 24th. Registrations after then will be
accepted on a space-available basis.

If you received regrets previously for a course for which you are now
registering, please circle course above.

Registrations may be mailed to FiftyNorth or deposited in the
registration box there. Include course fee (tuition and, in some
cases, fees for materials), payable to CVEC, or check the financial
assistance box. Books, other materials, and travel, when specified
for a class, are extra.

Check if you need financial assistance _____
Check if this is your first CVEC class

All registrations received by 6:00 pm on August 24th will be treated
as arriving at the same time. Random selection will be used to fill
any oversubscribed courses. After August 24th, class availability
and enrollment numbers will be updated periodically at cvec.org
and posted at FiftyNorth. Confirmation of registration will be sent
by email no later than August 30th.

_____

*New* Check if you do not want address,
phone #, and email shared with your class on class lists _____
Included is a tax-deductible gift of ________
Because many volunteer their time, our administrative costs have
always been minimal. The difference between CVEC’s tuition
revenue and total cost has been bridged by member contributions and
grants. Those who feel able are invited to include a tax-deductible
contribution. Actual expenses incurred by CVEC per course
registration average about $65.

If your course is oversubscribed, you will be notified by August
25th via email. If you register by 6:00 pm on August 24th and are
not admitted to an oversubscribed course, you may register for
another course or receive a refund. When one or more courses are
oversubscribed, students are normally admitted to each in the
following order (using random selection when necessary):

Questions concerning registration should be directed to:
Bill Rizzo, Registration Director
1651 Jefferson Parkway, Northfield MN 55057
(602) 369-0997
brizzo@cvec.org

(1) all students who registered for a previous offering of the same
course but were not then admitted by random selection;
(2) students registering for their first CVEC course, as long as they
fill less than half of the places in that course;
(3) other registrants, except that normally no student will be
admitted to more than one oversubscribed course.
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Change Service Requested

From the Interim Director:

Rich Noer in for Carol

Health problems come to most of us sooner or later, and Executive Director Carol Rutz is evidently no exception. Out for a walk with her dog on the last day of May, she tripped and fell; the result was hip surgery,
followed by a series of complications that have slowed down her recovery. Initially confident that, trooper
that she is, she could simply carry on her Elder Collegium duties from home with a bit of help from others,
she soon came to realize that there are limits! On July 3, the Board’s Executive Committee met via Zoom and
unanimously accepted Carol’s request for a leave of absence for the July 1 – Sept. 30 quarter, appointing me to
replace her on an interim basis.
Most of you reading this know me, at least by name, from my six years as Carol’s predecessor. If it had to
happen, this turns out to be a perfect time for me to step back in. I still remember how to do most of the
things that’ll be on my to-do list, starting with the online annual election of Board and Nominating Committee
members, and continuing with the Fall term launch in this newsletter. If I make a slip or two in the coming
months, I ask for your forgiveness and support!
Please join me now in wishing Carol a speedy and restful recovery.
– Rich

